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A. LOIS WHITE 
Beside the Pool 
c. 1949 
varnished watercolour on board 
530 x 430mm 
713 x 608mm framed

“Every composition which I have attempted has had its origin in my own brain, my idea always 
being to give expression to my thoughts of a subject through the medium of design, instead of 
words.” - A. Lois White. 

Beside the Pool is at once a celebration of the female form, and design exercise delighting in pattern 
and line. A. Lois White’s allegory painting in varnished watercolour exemplifies the artist’s mid-
career practice and her pervading interest in the formal qualities of painting. 

A prominent figure in mid-20th century New Zealand art, Lois White was heavily influenced by 
the Art Deco movement, her paintings marrying the decorative qualities of Deco mural design 
with allegorical figure painting. Born and active in Auckland, White was educated at Elam School 
of Fine Arts and there later took up a teaching position. Where peers pursued greater levels of 
abstraction in the interests of achieving a distinctive New Zealand Modernism, White’s unswerving 
dedication to figurative painting allowed her to focus on international modernist principles, while 
at times providing polemical commentary such as in her best known work, War Makers, 1937. 

The four figures’ serpentine limbs fuse with sinuous foliage and drapery which ripples throughout 
and across the surface of Beside the Pool, creating a lilting rhythm. A corresponding graphite sketch 
exists of the lyrical painting. Like many of White’s preparatory drawings it is fully resolved but for 
colour, demonstrating the artist’s exceptional draughtsmanship and the singular importance of line 
in her practice.
- GS
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GORDON WALTERS 
Apu 
1980     
PVA and acrylic on canvas 
1220 x 980mm

At the core of Gordon Walters’ now iconic koru paintings is the tension between harmony and 
discord. Working within a set of self-imposed parameters, the preeminent New Zealand Modern-
ist formed a language of infinite possibilities, filtering Māori and Pacific motifs through European 
Modernist principles. Apu exemplifies Walters’ late career koru paintings, where positive and nega-
tive spaces are resolved asymmetrically to create a painting that is at once compelling and restrained.

Walters’ renowned koru paintings first appeared in 1956, and ever the perfectionist, the artist 
was to return to the koru throughout his long career. His use of the koru, borrowed from Māori 
kowhaiwhai painting, has not been without controversy as his appropriation of indigenous motifs 
was seen by many as culturally insensitive. However, at a time where many New Zealand artists 
were in search of a ‘new’ national art, Walters recognised and payed homage to that which was long 
established in the country.

Apu achieves an overall subtlety in the balance between positive and negative space. Where black 
and white koru paintings had a more austere effect, the artist’s decision to balance white with a soft 
mushroom affords the painting an understated, serene quality, and is a welcome departure from his 
more typical palette. Walters emphasises the meditative nature of Apu by cascading the koru bulbs 
down the centre of the painting, drawing the eye inwards.

For Walters, limiting himself to painting within specific boundaries allowed him the intellectual 
space to constantly experiment and innovate. On the subject of geometric abstraction, Walters 
remarked: “I don’t think this is a limitation. I think this is something which frees you to all kinds of 
investigation. It opens up all kinds of possibilities.”
- GS
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COLIN MCCAHON 
French Bay 
1956     
oil on board 
545 x 756mm  
790 x 998mm framed

McCahon French Bay August 1. ‘56 (brushpoint, b.l.-b.c.); [illegible] 9gns (6) (on reverse)

Reflecting on the art of the twentieth century, art critic Rosalind Krauss wrote in her seminal 1979 
essay that there is no more ubiquitous form in Modern art than the grid. The strong lattice structure 
of Colin McCahon’s 1956 French Bay situates the artist’s mid-career landscape paintings within the 
context of Western Modernism, while remaining firmly indebted to the New Zealand landscape. 

French Bay is one of a series completed by McCahon after relocating to the Auckland suburb of 
Titirangi in the early 1950s. The claustrophobia of Auckland’s damp climate and the Kauri forest 
saw him seek refuge at the titular bay at the bottom of his street, where he was able to reacquaint 
himself with the horizon. The matrix described by a limited palette of blues and ochre in French 
Bay was developed out of McCahon’s interest in cubism and the idea of ‘seeing for the first time’. 
However, rather than apply the cubist formula of faceting his subject, McCahon instead marries 
the geometric abstraction of Dutch Modernist Piet Mondrian with his own brand of atmospheric 
landscape painting. French Bay’s grid appears to extend beyond the frame infinitely, mimicking the 
stretch of the horizon, while the tonal shift in each square and rectangle recalls mist over water.

Despite its European formalism, the work is tethered to McCahon’s experience of the physical 
world; for those who have visited the little Manukau inlet in the evening to see the city lights twin-
kling across the harbour, French Bay is an unmistakable ode to Auckland’s marine landscape. 
 - GS
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KARL MAUGHAN 
Untitled 
2003     
oil on canvas 
1520 x 1520mm

“I’m interested in all the cultural associations we all have with the idea of the garden. They are 
a central part of the idea of civilisation, the first instance of humans asserting their control over 
nature.” - Karl Maughan 

Karl Maughan has dedicated his career to creating characteristic horticultural paintings. Since 
graduating from Elam School of Fine Arts, Maughan has found endless inspiration in gardens, 
which for him bridge dreams and nature.  Untitled (2003) is an exceptional mid-career work, with 
an intricate composition of foliage and his now iconic rhododendron in full bloom.

At a glance, the skilfully executed flora appears naturalistic; but although the genesis of his paintings 
is with photographic records, Maughan’s concern is primarily with the interplay between shape and 
colour. Maughan paints alla prima, or wet on wet, lending the painting an immediacy where col-
ours bleed into or out of brushstrokes describing the lush foliage. Close viewing of Untitled reveals 
areas of thickly applied paint and rhythmic patterned brushwork, which align the artist’s practice 
more with Impressionism than Naturalism. 

There is no foreground in the idyllic garden of Maughan’s Untitled, which beckons the viewer 
directly into the verdant shrubbery. Confronted with each individual leaf and petal, it is revealed 
that Maughan’s garden shows an almost sinister lack of decay - the vegetation has been suspended in 
a state of perpetual full bloom as if in a dream. Respite is offered by the opening of blue sky in the 
top left corner, orienting us in a painting at once uncanny and alluring.  
- GS
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JOHN WEEKS 
Three Nudes 
c. 1940     
gouache on paper 
410 x 520mm 
730 x 830mm framed

John Weeks’ contribution to New Zealand art history is extensive - over his tenure as a tutor at 
Elam School of Fine Arts he ensured that international Modernist principles were adopted and 
developed by many of New Zealand’s now canonical painters. After WWI, Weeks travelled broadly 
through Europe before training under the tutelage of French cubist Andrè Lohte. Three Nudes mar-
ries Weeks’ cubist investigations with his encyclopaedic knowledge of Western art history.

Three Nudes exemplifies Weeks’ characteristic soft edged cubism, demonstrating his career-long 
explorations of colour, form and design. Depicting gently faceted nude figures in an outdoor land-
scape, Weeks uses colour as an architectural tool by dividing the painting into three distinct ripples: 
the central fleshy peach gives way to a blue pool which is enclosed finally by red foliage in a compo-
sition that recalls Cezanne’s The Bathers, by way of Picasso’s Les Demoiselles d’Avignon. A delightful 
exercise in technique, Three Nudes evinces Weeks’ belief that “noble design… implies mass arrange-
ment, with rhythm, incorporated with fine colour orchestration and great draughtsmanship.”

A similar composition sketched in watercolour, entitled Nude Composition with Goats, reveals the 
species of the animals in the foreground of Three Nudes - however they could be interpreted as deer. 
In his travels through Italy and Greece, Weeks would have seen numerous sculptures of the Roman 
goddess Diana (or her Greek equivalent Diana) depicted with the sacred deer as an identifying 
attribute. Weeks’ Three Nudes shares compositionally with a painting by Venetian master Titian 
portraying the myth of Diana and Callisto bathing.

John Weeks was awarded an OBE for his services to the arts in 1958. His works are held in major 
institutions in New Zealand. Devastatingly, over 200 of his paintings were destroyed in a fire at 
Elam in 1949.
- GS
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PETER ROBINSON 
Untitled - 3.125% 
undated     
mixed media on paper 
385 x 292mm each unframed 
430 x 338mm each framed

Peter Robinson’s uses his mixed Maori and European extraction by employing elements from both 
cultures in his artwork, through sculpture and painting. Some of Robinson’s most well-known 
works are his bitterly ironic Percentage paintings of which Untitled - 3.125% is one. Robinson 
exploits his own Maori ancestry, expressed as a ‘personal statistic’, to challenge parochial ideas that 
race can be measured in percentages.

Although only fractionally Maori, 3.125% to be exact, Robinson happily claims his marginal status 
which was passed down through one of his great-great-great grandfather’s from the Ngai Tahu tribe. 
Robert Leonard has written that the Percentage series “stake his claim to a Maori legacy and yet 
simultaneously seem to trivialise it, as if to question how much of a Maori he is or whether he’s just 
jumping on a bandwagon.” (Robert Leonard ‘3.125% Pure: Peter Robinson Plays the Numbers Game’ 
Art And Text 50, 1995)

Painted across 8 separate panels, Robinson employs loose interpretations of the traditional Maori 
koru to form abstract shapes and the numbers of 3.125% and 96.815%. The surfaces are rough 
with gritty texture and have a graffiti-like effect as if these proclamations of ancestry and belonging 
have been hastily written on a wall. From this bi-cultural perspective Robinson is able to comment 
on the complexities of race relations, both historical and contemporary, in New Zealand.
- NO/CT
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RICHARD KILLEEN 
Concretionary Structures No. 1 
1982     
alkyd on aluminium, 12 pieces, original wooden case 
1650 x 2650mm (dimensions variable)

Richard Killeen first exhibited what have now become his most iconic works, aluminum cut-outs, 
at Peter McLeavey Gallery in 1978. The works encompassed an interest in language, tools and 
organizing structures, and were a series he developed rigorously into the 1980s.

Concretionary Structures No. 1 is one of the more abstract works from this period.  Consisting of 
a grouping of 12 structures with bold, flat colour, the works are suggestive of items as diverse as 
insects, architecture and landscape. The combination of strong colour and simplified forms give a 
feeling of a visual poem, functioning like pieces of text or language that can be brought together in 
multiple ways.  

Killeen’s move to physically cut-out the forms from aluminium, thereby negating the frame, was 
a shift that allowed him to escape any notion of compositional hierarchy.  Each piece of the work 
can be installed in any number of ways, which Killeen left to the curator, technician or owner. By 
cutting out the frame, Killen’s structures no longer had the immediate reference to a ‘picture’ that 
a frame suggests. In an Art New Zealand article from 1981, Francis Pound writes, “In abandoning 
the frame Killeen signifies his cut-outs as objects in the world, not depictions of it.” 

Richard Killeen graduated from Elam School of Fine Arts in 1966.  He has exhibited widely 
throughout New Zealand and abroad, including solo exhibitions in New York and Australia. He 
was the subject of a major retrospective in 1999 at The Auckland Art Gallery Toi o Tamaki which 
travelled throughout New Zealand. Kileen has shown in international exhibitions including the 
Edinburgh Festival, the Venice Biennale, the Gwangju Biennale, and the Sydney Biennale. He was 
awarded the Officer of the New Zealand Order of Merit in 2002. 
- HV
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RALPH HOTERE 
Kyrie Eleison No. 5 
1974     
oil on canvas 
1070 x 1065mm 
 
signed Hotere, dated Port Chalmers 74 and inscribed Kyrie Eleison 5 (Requiem Series) and BLG 
Cat 10 in brushpoint verso

Ralph Hotere’s Requiem Paintings produced from 1969 – 1974 were a small group of paintings 
that fit within a larger body of works all of which were melancholic in content. These works are 
predominately monochromatic with only slight variations in tones with fine, intricate line work 
with a focus on the repetition of text. Kyrie Eleison No. 5 (1974) was one of the final works to be 
produced from this short-lived body of work but exemplifies the series as a whole.

The repetition of stenciled text is a crucial element of Hotere’s works from the 1970s. Seen here 
is the constant use of the words, Kyrie Eleison, an ancient Greek phrase that translates to ‘Lord 
have mercy’. On a personal level, these words form a lament for the souls departed, and reflect the 
memory of his mother Ana Maria Hotere, and his friend the composer, Anthony Watson, who 
passed away in 1973. Hand-written script along the upper central portion of the painting reads:
 Requiem æternam dona eis, Domine:
 et lux perpetua luceat eis
 MISERERE NOBIS
This translates to:
 Eternal rest give unto them, O Lord;
 and let perpetual light shine upon them.
 Have mercy upon us 

Art historian Kriselle Baker sums it up aptly: “While there is grief and lamentation in these works 
there is no heightened level of anxiety but rather a calm and peaceful sense of order and resolution.”
- CT
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PATRICK HANLY 
Torso M 
1977     
enamel on board 
545 x 575mm 
555 x 582mm framed

Ever the eternal optimist, Patrick (Pat) Hanly’s paintings offer a rich contribution to New Zealand 
art in terms of their social, moral and political awareness. Unique to Hanly is an intentional 
deviation from the angst-ridden despondency, characteristic of his contemporaries.

Recognised for his bold use of colour, Hanly’s canvases were often heavily layered with splattered 
and dribbled paint. In the mid-1970s, Hanly completed a series of drawings of a reclining woman, 
entitled the Jinger Girl Suite. Following closely on from this series the figurative Torso paintings 
were conceived as Hanly continued his fascination with the female form. This series carried with 
them the expressive painterly qualities of Hanly’s abstract paintings, such as evidenced in Torso M 
(1977) where the figure is defined by dribbled lines of paint. This series was exhibited a year later at 
Barry Lett Gallery in 1978; the initial that follows Torso in each of these works suggested the name 
of past lovers.

Hamish Keith comments on Hanly’s Torso paintings; “At their best they possessed an exuberance 
with a dash of voluptuousness and a light-hearted sense of life. If they offered little that was 
stylistically new, they did recapitulate what he had already achieved… Hanly appears to have finally 
accepted the eclectic nature of his art while remaining its directing influence.” (Gordon H Brown 
and Hamish Keith, An Introduction to New Zealand Painting 1839-1980, 1969, p. 209)
- CT
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PETER ROBINSON 
The Return of the Prodigal Son 
1999     
acrylic and oil stick on unstretched canvas 
2300 x 1800mm

Peter Robinson’s career has predominately focused on social and bi-cultural concerns in New 
Zealand and he is particularly well-known for tackling challenging issues provocatively and 
controversially. Originally trained as a sculptor, Robinson extends his practice with a variety of 
media including painting, drawing, installation and digital media. 

In 1997, Peter Robinson painted a work that only a year later was to be the object of intense 
controversy. Pakeha have rights too. Maori have rights too (1997) took the Nazi swastika as its focus. 
It was originally exhibited at the artist-run space, Teststrip Gallery in Karangahape Road, Auckland, 
but it wasn’t until 1998 when it was hung in the office of Jenny Harper at Victoria University 
in Wellington, that it made headlines with accusations of racism. It was during this time that 
Robinson began his new series of works of unstretched canvases of which The Return of the Prodigal 
Son is one. Each work in this series presents a symbol, or motif paired back to its bare minimum 
with the titles providing insight into the deeper political or social meaning behind each work. 

Painted in striking black and white, the title alludes to a biblical reference; The Prodigal Son - a 
young man who asked his father for his inheritance and then left home for “a far country, and 
there wasted his substance with riotous living.” On a personal level for Robinson, this references his 
travels at the time, as he had shifted his focus both geographically and conceptually and relocated 
himself between Germany and Christchurch.
- CT
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COLIN MCCAHON 
Throw out the lifeline 
1976     
synthetic polymer paint on paper 
1105 x 730mm 
1295 x 920 x 65mm framed

C. McC. ‘76 ‘THROW OUT THE LIFELINE’ (brushpoint, b.c.-b.r.)

Colin McCahon’s Throw out the Lifeline demonstrates a striking departure from the artist’s typical 
palette of muted, earthy colours, yet sits firmly within McCahon’s practice from the same period, 
combining landscape and Christian symbolism with elements of Maori cosmology. 

Painted at McCahon’s studio at Muriwai, Throw out the Lifeline relates closely to the Necessary 
Protection and Jump series from the first half of the decade. The painting is a view surveying the 
west coast beach; the vertical cliff is carved out against the black of the iron sand and red sky of 
the setting sun. The two colours evince McCahon’s growing interest in Maori visual culture, where 
red and black are used to symbolise life and potential. In Maori creation myth, the world was in 
darkness until Tane separated his parents Ranginui (sky father) and Papatuanuku (earth mother) to 
let light in. But in the act of splitting them apart, Tane caused their blood to spill across the earth.

McCahon referred to Throw out the Lifeline as a ‘real salvationist work’, and took the title from 
a gospel of the same name. From the top left corner stretches a black line, suggesting the titular 
life line offering salvation to those spiritually adrift. The extending line is a visual device that was 
also employed by McCahon to represent the ‘leap of faith’ gannet chicks took when first flying, 
navigating the strong offshore winds at Muriwai.

McCahon regularly incorporated Christian symbols into land formations. In Throw out the 
Lifeline, the central two rectangles in red; one vertical and one horizontal be read as an inverted Tau 
cross, acting as a formal and iconographic anchor to the painting’s religious theme. Melding Maori 
and Christian beliefs, Throw out the Lifeline represents a message of spirituality that is heavily 
indebted to the land. 
- GS
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BILL HAMMOND 
Everybodys got a H, - H, Hungry Heart 
1984     
oil on canvas 
1023 x 1305mm 
1070 x 1350mm framed

signed “W Hammond 1984” middle front

“Everybody’s got a hungry heart/Lay down your money and you play your part” sang Bruce 
Springsteen on Hungry Heart in 1980. Four years later the number one single had blasted its way 
through the radio into Bill Hammond’s studio and onto a canvas. Hammond’s 1980s period was 
characterised by paintings which jigsawed together fragments of pop culture, current events, and 
socio-economic policy. Exemplifying this, Everybody’s got a H - H, Hungry Heart sees figures dancing 
dislocated from the painting’s vertigo inducing interior, and provides commentary on the political 
climate of 1980s New Zealand. 

Deliberately abrasive in colour and composition, Everybody’s got a H - H, Hungry Heart subverts 
the perceived domestic bliss of 1980s New Zealand. The instigation of Rogernomics under the 
Fourth Labour Government saw the introduction of G.S.T. (‘Consumption tax’), and privatisation 
of state assets, effectively invading suburbia with economic foreign policy. In mimicry, Hammond 
intentionally confuses indoor and outdoor spaces, bringing vegetation and landscaping into red 
carpeted halls. 

During this period, Hammond was known to paint along to rock music, and regularly incorporated 
popular song lyrics and titles: both appropriating them for his own titles, and imbuing his 
painted worlds with the song’s narrative or message. The joyous tempo of Bruce Springsteen’s 
song is reflected in the riotous pace of Hammond’s composition. The resulting beat is infectious, 
encouraging the viewer to join the dancing figures in the foreground.
- GS 
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DALE FRANK 
Mike Hunt 
2001     
acrylic and varnish on canvas 
1400 x 1100mm

Dale Frank is one of Australia’s most compelling contemporary painters with a practice that spans 
over 35 years. The monochromatic works of the early 2000s, such as Mike Hunt, are some of Frank’s 
most sought-after works. The 2001 exhibition at Gow Langsford Gallery, in which it was included, 
is remembered not only for the works themselves, but for their use of subtle, yet sexually explicit 
work titles. Frank’s suggestive and witty titles have become somewhat of a trademark throughout his 
practice, adding ambiguity and intrigue to his works.

These 2000s paintings are the result of a highly complex and labour intensive technique where the 
vibrantly coloured varnish is poured layer upon layer onto either canvas or linen. Frank slowly tilts 
and manipulates the molten medium through different stages of the drying process so that it pools 
and congeals into sculptural volumes on the given surface. The resulting works challenge the notion 
of abstract painting as the method of doing becomes equally as important as the finished product. 
- CT
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JULIAN DASHPER 
Subaru Factory at Tip Top Corner 
1985     
acrylic on canvas
1500 x 1800mm

Pop culture meets international Modernism in Julian Dashper’s 1985 painting Subaru Factory at Tip 
Top Corner, demonstrating the artist’s pervading interest in the confluence of low and high culture. 
Dashper’s artist-as-satirist mode of the mid 1980s manifests in a tongue in cheek reference to the 
Modernist grid with a geometric lattice built from brightly coloured squares.

The neo-expressionism of Dashper’s painting initially resists interpretation, stimulating instead an 
experiential response to the colour and gesture: the work’s urgency comes from the rhythm created 
by the regular matrix of colours laced together with lines that snake vertically up the canvas. With 
this level of abstraction Subaru Factory at Tip Top Corner anticipates Dashper’s trajectory towards 
the conceptualism of his late career practice. 

Central to much of Dashper’s work is the role of reproduction in New Zealand’s consumption of 
fine art. Our geographical isolation meant international art was viewed here by way of newspapers 
and magazines on the kitchen table rather than on the pristine walls of an art museum. In Subaru 
Factory at Tip Top Corner Dashper realises this juxtaposition through a complex iconographical 
structure that encapsulates the zeitgeist of 1980s New Zealand, while at the same time borrowing 
compositionally from Piet Mondrian’s famed 1943 painting, Broadway Boogie Woogie. By using the 
title as a clue, the red, blue, and yellow are revealed as the colours of our favourite summer treat - 
Tip Top ice cream - while the serpentine lines become the stretch of Auckland’s Southern Motorway 
at the affectionately named ‘Tip Top corner’. 
- GS
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SHANE COTTON
Perch 
2001    
acrylic on canvas
700 x 1000mm 

Shane Cotton (Ngāpuhi, Ngāti Rangi, Ngai Hine, Te Uri Taniwha, and Pākehā) emerged as a 
prominent figure in contemporary Māori art in the 1990s, garnering acclaim for his sepia-toned 
‘instant history’ paintings that melded the imagery of colonial landscape painting with the concerns 
of Māori in the post-colonial era. Perch, 2001 marks a significant personal and political shift in the 
artist’s practice: while continuing to draw from Western art history, he restricts his palette to the 
customary colours of kowhaiwhai painting and advances towards a visual language specific to his 
turangawaewae, Te Tai Tokerau (Northland).

Perch is from a series Cotton titled Blackout Movement, which took its name from a 19th century 
spiritual sect that married customary Ngāpuhi beliefs with Christian worship. By eliminating the 
landforms of his 1990s oeuvre in favour of the opaque black, Cotton locates his canvas spiritually 
and temporally in his ancestral homeland. 

In Perch Cotton builds a narrative canvas laden with symbolism where each element has an express 
meaning. A red circle floats on either side of the central dividing kowhaiwhai pattern. In the left, a 
figure points a gun upwards, certainly a reference to the devastating Musket Wars of the early 19th 
century, in which Ngāpuhi were active participants. The right hand circle contains a piwakawaka 
(fantail), the harbinger of death in Māori lore. Together these symbols chronicle the impact of 
colonial settlement on Northland iwi, a reading underscored by the inscription at the lower right 
‘KI TE PAE O TANE’  ‘to fallen men’. The identity of these men is left ambiguous – does the 
central kowhaiwhai split New Zealand in two? Or does it act as the central rafter in a meeting 
house, bringing Pākehā and Māori together to share in healing from the past? Pae translates ‘to fall’ 
but also means ‘to perch’. Perhaps then the answer sits tentatively in the middle.  
- GS 
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JOHN PULE
Tau Malala 
c. 1991    
acrylic on unstretched canvas
2240 x 1840mm 

Niuean born, Auckland raised painter, author, and poet John Pule has traced cultural history in 
Oceania through his paintings for much of his career. As investigations into the geographical and 
social dislocation caused by the Pacific diaspora, Pule’s paintings consider belonging and place as 
cultural constructions, resonating with a wide audience in New Zealand and internationally. 

Where later works by Pule contain vignettes detailing the impact of colonisation on the Pacific, 
Tau Malala (1991) is a celebration of Pule’s homeland. Painted the year he returned to Niue for the 
first time since he was a young child, the painting records the artist’s revelry in his country’s visual 
culture. This journey saw Pule adopt the hiapo as a rewarding visual format, which would continue 
to dominate his practice in this period. The traditional Niuean tapa, made from the beaten pulp 
of the paper mulberry bush, is decorated using a distinctive freehand technique, accounting for an 
engaging lack of uniformity in the geometric motifs. 

By opting for an unstretched canvas which maintains its textile qualities, the acrylic paint and 
canvas can be seen as a translation of the traditional hiapo materials into the tradition of western 
art history. Tau Malala, then, becomes a symbol for Pule’s own bicultural upbringing. This is 
underscored by the underlying grid structure, intended by Pule to mimic architectural draughts, 
in turn recalling his upbringing in the state housing of Auckland’s Ōtara. By contrast, the more 
organic circular shape repeated across the canvas becomes a compass which poetically grounds the 
viewer in a sense of what Pule calls ‘wholeness’. Tau Malala navigates the artist’s sense of self, and 
anticipates the trajectory of his mature career.  
- GS
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PAUL DIBBLE
Soft Geometric Medium 8. (Series 2) 
2004    
edition 2 of 2
cast bronze
1670 x 1200 x 430mm

Paul Dibble started making works in a make-shift workshop in the shed at the end of their property 
in the late 1970s. As his career gained momentum, Dibble moved to an industrial warehouse in the 
mid-1990s before establishing his own foundry in 2000. Since then, he has cast his work with the 
help of a small team of highly skilled assistants. Dibble is one of very few New Zealand sculptors to 
cast their own bronze works.

The Soft Geometrics series has been an ongoing thread in Dibble’s oeuvre since their inception 
in early 2000; familiar figures and forms that Dibble is drawn to are continually reworked and 
adapted with subtle variations, creating more abstracted mathematical shapes. Legs were replaced 
with cones, heads were reduced to spheres and breasts became circles cut through the forms. The 
series are not based solely on form but also strongly on Dibble’s characteristic use of negative 
shapes, which are as integral to the composition as the positive masses. These new figures are pushed 
forward into a crouch or bent impossibly back in soft, undulating forms. Legs are tucked under or 
elbows stretched up luxuriously as seen in Soft Geometric Medium 8. The works contain an eclectic 
history with references to both Maori and European past. The forms recall European Modernists, 
Constantin Brancusi and Barbara Hepworth mixed with Maori and Pacific design-work and relief 
carving, as well as a wink to earlier New Zealand art dichotomies such as Gordon Walters and Theo 
Schoon.

In Soft Geometric Medium 8 (Series 2) the cut-out shapes are in the spiral forms of koru, and the 
various lines are as expressive as if drawn by a brush. They effectively lighten the sculpture, pulling 
the eye from the three-dimensional mass to make it appear as a silhouette. The massive shapes 
are really just trickery, first appearing to have great volume but the viewer is being fooled; at the 
edge they taper to nothing, as in the bas-relief carving on the prow of a waka (canoe) or on Maori 
ancestral figures.
- NO
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ALLEN MADDOX
Head II 
1993    
oil on canvas
1420 x 2100mm
1455 x 2125mm framed

Allen Maddox (1948-2000) is remembered as being one of New Zealand’s finest exponents of 
abstract expressionism. His work, spanning over three decades, investigates the tensions between 
structure and gesture, primarily utilising the motifs of grids and crosses. Maddox used the cross 
motif in conjunction with a lattice formation to create highly charged compositional device, 
achieved through the expressionist gesture of the cross being repeatedly caged in by the grid system 
that surrounded it. 

In Maddox’s early cross paintings the grid is far more apparent, often painted in as strongly as 
the cross. By the mid-1990s he had begun to give more focus to the cross itself. Whilst still often 
including some form of subtle grid effect through the repetition of the crosses, the size and shape 
of each cross was no longer dictated by its box. It was during this period that Maddox’s paintings 
became increasingly loose in their composition, and the repetition of the cross motif became more 
and more chaotic as seen in Head II (1993). Here we see Maddox’s improvised and spontaneous 
approach to painting, the brush is loaded with paint that is dabbed and swept swiftly across 
the canvas. Long drips cascade down the surface, a clear reference to his Abstract Expressionist 
counterparts. 
- CT


